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Operating beside any
type of water presents
major challenges to
any team, not least to
the primary remit of
team safety. Rivers in
spate, flood plains and
breached flood
defences all cause the
same complication:
the mapped water
margin is changed
and continues to
change.

These areas create a whole new

landscape and, in order to operate

effectively and safely in this

landscape, careful planning,

training and preparation are of

paramount importance. Accurately

determining precise location can

be extremely difficult especially in

the absence of any distinct

identifying feature; this can be

further exacerbated by poor

visibility, as caused by inclement

weather and/or at night-time.

Conventional map and compass

technique is the mainstay of all

good navigation, and employed by

every mountain rescue team. In

waterside search it should be

augmented with satnav (GPS).

Why satnav is so
valuable in waterside
SAR

The unique features of satnav

come into their own at these

incidents and can significantly

improve the outcomes in terms of

safety, evidence collection and

collation plus operational planning.

These key areas can be

categorised as:

Access
Correctly identifying current

location and determining safe

access as well as potential escape

routes.

Evidence
Accurately marking items and

evidence found during the search.

Search areas
Determining exactly where has,

and more importantly, where has

not been searched and conveying

this to the search managers.

Search management
Operationally creating a dynamic

map of the areas affected by the

flooding, and marking new

riverside danger areas.

Satnav in practice in
waterside SAR

The following is an overview of

the capabilities and basic integration

of satnav into practical waterside

search and rescue.

The first principle of all navigation

is that, before we can navigate

anywhere, we must first determine

exactly where we are.

Leaving a vehicle at a road, track

or other prominent feature on the

map is relatively straightforward

and, generally, in MR we work to

six figure grid references. However

in working beside hazards such as

water we need to be much more

accurate; satnav very successfully

meets this need.

At the beginning of the
incident

The first waypoint created is at

the DOP (drop-off-point) when

leaving the vehicle, for the reason

that at anytime the responder can

navigate, in a straight line, back to

it from anywhere. If the satnav is a

mapping unit then a safe route

can be determined back to the

waypoint using the built in mapping.

Satnav in waterside search and rescue

by Lyle Brotherton

EXPERT TIP:
AT THE BEGINNING OF
THE INCIDENT

Switch on your receiver and
leave it somewhere with a
clear all-round view of the
sky, ideally for 15 mins, to get
a good fix and collect current
almanac data for the entire
constellation – which will
give you better accuracy for 4
to 6 hours. With predictive
ephemeris (Hotfix) the
information gathered can be
useful for up to several days,
which greatly reduces
acquisition times.
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However, in flood conditions, and

where rivers have risen significantly,

what is shown on the map does

not necessarily convey the actual

terrain. For this reason the tracking

feature on the satnav is activated

immediately leaving the DOP.

All satnav have this feature, where

the receiver creates nodes of your

location, similar to waypoints, at

given distances/intervals of time,

thereby creating a track history of

where you have travelled. At any

point the responder can follow this

track back and by this means walk

along the same route that you used

to navigate into the area.

Furthermore, this safe route of

access can be shared with other

responders at the scene and when

back at control with the search

managers.

All tracks can be saved and

named. With the situation being

dynamic, it is important to include

the time and date in this file name.

Usually a node is created every

ten metres, sometimes more,

sometimes less, depending upon

speed of travel and the

manufacturer’s default settings. In

the more expensive, top-of-the

range satnavs, these recording

rates can be changed, so when

working in areas where there is

little margin for error set the

recording to time, not distance, at

two-second intervals.

(Most receivers record a total

10,000 nodes, therefore at two-

second intervals they will record a

track for 5 hours 33 mins).

This track will also form the

record of the area searched by the

individual responder.

Ideally, the whole party should be

equipped with a satnav; however,

at a minimum, the person actually

tasked in searching the water

edge should carry a receiver.

Whilst searching
The single most important

consideration in any individual

search is self preservation and

personal safety. Therefore, in

dangerous environments the

number of tasks the responder is

required to perform should be kept

to a minimum, allowing them to

focus upon their safety and the job

in hand. In automatically recording

the track of the responder’s actual

path, he/she can concentrate on

the task in hand.

Equally important, when an

object or obstacle is found, the

responder can very easily create

an accurate waypoint of its exact

location using the satnav by

pressing one button only. Instead

of having to study the map,

determine the grid ref and then

write it down.

Search debrief
Immediately completing a

search of the tasked area, the

track should be named and

saved. In addition, if whilst at the

water’s edge the responder did not

have time to name each waypoint

and instead instantly saved them

as a number, they should now be

named whilst the information is still

fresh in his/her mind.

This collected and stored

information has immense value.

The water margin at that specific

location, on that given date and

time, can be accurately conveyed

to the Search Manager and

recorded on a map for everyone to

see and use.

The track is confirmation of the

area searched. Subsequently

sections that require further

searching in the same area can

be identified. Using satnav, other

vital information can easily be

marked on the control map:

hazards on the water’s edge, such

as strainers, debris that has been

created by the water, such as
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LARGE
UNDERGROUND
DRAIN OPENING

GREEN BARBOUR
JACKET FOUND

EXPERT TIP: DESIGNATE DIFFERENT COLOURS FOR
EACH TEAM MEMBER’S TRACK�

EXPERT TIP: SATNAV DATA RECORDED FLOW LOW
AND SLOW OVER FLOOD AREA�
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trees and vehicles, plus flash

streams or drain covers that have

been blown and road surfaces that

have collapsed.

Satnav has become the

ubiquitous tool in mountain

navigation. It does not replace the

map and compass in rescue, but

instead augments the work we do

and, in waterside search and

rescue, the benefits are enormous

in terms of safety and efficiency.

Why use the term
‘satnav’ not ‘GPS’?

Hoover is the name of an

American company and one of the

first to manufacture a vacuum

cleaner. Sometimes, vacuum

cleaners are collectively called

‘Hoovers’, yet this is incorrect, as

there are numerous providers,

from Dyson to Electrolux, and the

correct term for all of these

appliances is ‘a vacuum cleaner’.

Similarly, GPS (Global Positioning

System) is the name of the

American navigational system

controlled by the US Government

and was the first of its type. Yet it

has incorrectly become

synonymous with all similar

navigational systems of which

there are many new ones, each

with a different name, and all

controlled by different countries.

The term used to describe all of

these navigational systems is

GNSS (Global Navigational Satellite

System). This term covers the

satellites in orbit (The Space

Segment), the ground stations that

manage the system (The Control

Segment) and lastly the receivers

used to track and receive the

satellite signals (The User

Segment).

The collective name for these

receivers is ‘satnav’.

Why is grid reference
size important?

A six-figure grid references

describes an area of 10000m2

equivalent to 1.4 x Wembley

football pitches and has no place

in riverside search.

Using a grid reference tool or

compass roamer very carefully,

we can get near to an eight-figure

grid ref (100m2), an area less than

the centre circle on the pitch at

Wembley.

Satnavs report a ten-figure grid

ref (1m2), but you need to

understand and take account of

their reported accuracy:

A satnav reporting an accuracy

of 3 metres means you are

somewhere inside a circle with a

radius of 3m from your satnav

(28m2).

When satnav accuracy falls to

5.5m, your location is equivalent to

an eight-figure grid ref.

Therefore, all grid references

taken from a satnav should be

expressed as ten figures, yet only

relied upon as an eight-figure grid

ref. In other words, placing you in

an area of 100m2 at worst.

Invariably, it will be better than this,

we have just built in a large margin

of safety.

How does a satnav
calculate its location?

Simply, a satnav calculates its

location on the earth’s surface

using the known positions of the

satellites it is tracking – in effect

measuring the distance to each

satellite and then triangulating a

position (it is actually called

Trilateration because it is in 3D. If

we triangulate using a map and

compass we are really only

working in 2D, as we do not take

bearings to features significantly

above or below us).

With as few as four satellites in

view, the position of the receiver, in

three dimensions, can be

determined with an accuracy of

around 20m. This positioning may

be improved to within less than

one metre, or even to within a few

EXPERT TIP: AT THE
BEGINNING OF THE
INCIDENT

Receiver held horizontally and
close to the body is a
suboptimal antenna position.
Receiver held vertically and
away from body is the optimal
antenna position. The
accuracy is stated top right
and the histogram (green bar
chart) shows the relative
strength of each satellite
signal received, the higher the
bar the better the signal. In
the top right of the screen, the
GNSS accuracy is displayed
and this is directly related to
signal strength, number of
satellites and where they are
in the sky.
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centimetres using more complex

processes, which include

augmentation by ground-based

networks and retransmitted

corrections by both radio and

satellite. Generally, throughout the

UK civilian handheld satnavs are

accurate to between 2m and 6m.

What does the
reported accuracy
mean?

Satnav accuracy varies depending

on the quality of signals they

receive and where the satellites

are positioned in the sky. In ravines

and canyons they will generally be

less accurate than when you have

a completely clear view of the sky

to the horizon.

Satnavs do not position you with

pinpoint accuracy – instead they

place you somewhere inside a

circle with varying degrees of

probability.

Accuracy is usually displayed on

your map page as a circle around

the reported location – this circle

represents an area where there is

a 95% probability of you being,

and is also shown as a number

(usually on the satellite screen).

This number is the length of the

radius of the 95% probability circle.

What about the remaining 5%

chance of you being somewhere

else? For 1.5% of the time you will

be somewhere within a circle 2.55

times this radius and there is a

0.1% chance of you being in a

circle five times the stated radius.

However, in practice you are

invariably within the stated

accuracy of your exact location

and, in many instances, almost

upon the exact spot!

Creating waypoints
Best practice

Waypoints are at the very heart of satnav and are

locations which you record and store on it. The way you

hold your satnav is one of the biggest determinants of

accuracy.

1. Select the satellite screen.

2. Wait for about 10 seconds for your unit to settle,
especially if you have taken it out of your pocket or it
was in sleep mode.

3. If you see the receiver’s accuracy continuing to
improve, either by looking at the stated GNSS
accuracy or a bar chart of satellite strength, wait until
you feel it has reached its optimum, usually around
30 seconds.

4. Check the satellites’ geometry (the further spaced
to the horizon the better your unit can calculate your
position). If they are all grouped above you or to one
side. Decide how important your waypoint accuracy
is and if necessary wait for them to move.

5. Now create the waypoint.

EXPERT TIP
Hold the receiver at arm’s
length and head height and
tilted to 45°.�

EXPERT TIP
The further spaced to the
horizon the better your unit
can calculate your position. If
they are all grouped above
you or to one side decide how
important your waypoint
accuracy is.
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